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THE Board of Editors brings before your noticethe first number of Vol. XI. That we meet
with success in our endeavor to continue THE
TECHNIC a journal worthy of the Rose Polytech-
nic Institute, one that will reflect the student life
and also furnish instructive and interesting read-
ing, will depend to a large extent upon the meas-
ure of sympathy and assistance we receive from
students and alumni. With your hearty co-
operation we can hope for success, without it we
fail. Earnestly we ask for your support. By
the graduation of Messrs. Miller and Rochester
and the resignation of Mr. Flory, THE TECHNIC
lost three men of marked ability who performed
the duties of their office with so high a degree of
proficiency, that those who take their places find
it exceedingly difficult to improve upon their
work. We hope, however, to succeed in keeping
No. l
THE TECHNIC where it now stands in the world
of college journals and scientific publications.
We propose to work along the lines followed by
our predecessors; however, changes may be made
from time to time as we recognize an opportunity
to improve the journal.
iii
THE TECHNIC extends a most cordial wel-come to the new instructors who have been
elected to fill the p3sitions left vacant by the
withdrawal of Professors Kendrick, Faurot, and
Blanchard at the close of last year. The duties
of Instructor in Physics are assumed by Robert F.
Earhart, Ph. D. (Johns Hopkins, 1900); Austin
M. Patterson, Ph. D. (Johns Hopkins, 1899),
assists Dr. Noyes in the Chemical Laboratory,
and Edmund J. Hirschler, a graduate of the Kan-
sas University, succeeds Prof. Faurot as Libra-
rian.
AAA
A T the beginning of school, prospects for a
strong foot ball team this Fall were very
promising. The men came out faithfully to prac-
tice, a training table was arranged for by Mana-
ger Krieger, and all hoped to see Rose this year
well up among the leaders if not leading in ath-
letics. As THE TECHNIC goes to press the out-
look has changed. Four of the old men have
been compelled to withdraw from the team, which
has weakened it considerably. However, this
should not cause the players to become disheart-
ened. The season has but scarcely begun, every
effort is being made to secure a Coach, and we
hope before this issue .appears to see the team
again in winning form.
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E hope the newcomers will feel no hesi-
tancy about sending in for publication,
sketches, bits of class talk, gossip, or whatever
else may lend life to the pages set apart for con-
tributions of this nature. It is not intended that
the local editors should be the sole contributors
to these pages. They cannot be expected to hear
all that goes on and will be only too glad to have
you report all happenings of special interest.
PUBLICATIONS received for review willhereafter be presented to the Institute and
placed on the library shelves. We invite the
students' attention to them. These latest scien-
tific publications contain much valuable infor-
mation, and it is desired to place them where they
may be accessible to all.
AAA
N the Engineering News of September 13, 1901,
I appear extracts from the President's ,address
at the International Engineering Congress, Glas-
gow, 1901. We give here that part in which he
speaks of the successful Engineer:
"There is an American definition of an engineer which
states that "he is a man who can do well for one dollar
things that anybody could do somehow for double the
money." This is getting very near the truth. It is not
the whole truth, of course, but that, for reasons I have
already indicated, is unattainable. At any rate, it places
in due prominence a quality which those who regard en-
gineering studies from the'"eollege standpoint are apt to
ignore. I have heard a legend of a professor of applied
mechanics who was shocked at the thought of steam
engines being made for money, to sell—like cakes. A
good deal of wasted ingenuity would be saved if those
who engage in every kind of engineering work would
remember to use the money standard, as well as the foot-
rule and the higher mathematics.
Real engineering must be mastered as it is realized on
works in progress. It has no authoritative text-book.
The working engineer's library is sometimes largely com-
posed of ephemeral manufacturers' catalogues, and lists
of prices current of materials. Like the perfect artist
described by Longfellow, the engineer must learn to work
with the means that lie readiest to his hand. He must
cherish his ideas or he will sink into the routineer, but
he, of all men, cannot afford to indulge in hobby-riding.
He leaves as little as possible to chance, and, if lie is
wise, he will not rely upon his best mathematics any
further than he can see them. If he starts with aptitude,
plods on with patience, observes with insight, records
with careful exactitude, and adapts with wisdom, in the
fulness of time he will find himself, almost to his surprise,
in possession of judgment, and that is the glory of an
engineer, fitting him for his highest employ as man-of-
all-work of civilization."
Aps.ps
BEGINNING the term as we do with thelargest enrollment of students on record, it
is not unreasonable to expect the year to be
marked by a proportional increase of activity in
the various student organizations.
Jeati
N this issue the heading " Differentials " gives
I place to "Poly Talk," the work of Austin,
TECHNIC artist.
otogoe
THE TECHNIC is indebted to Leo F. Dorn,'04, for the sketch which appears with the




Suggestions to Students in Electrical Engineering.
By E. S. JOHONNOTT, PH. D.
"(5-
THE writer has been asked to present to thereaders of THE TECHNIC a short account of
a recent brief experience in the employ of the
General Electric Company.
The matter that impressed him most was one
to which he had formerly attached less import-
ance, viz: the effect of order and carefulness.
Indeed, one who is not familiar with large organ-
izations must at first be impressed with the thor-
oughly systematic way .in which everything is
done.
In the testing department where nearly all
graduates of technical schools first enter the em-
ployment of the company, we see one of the best
illustrations of the good effects of good order and
systematic methods. Every man is expected not
only to look after all apparatus for which he is
immediately responsible, but to diligently search
for all things in his department which may be
out of order. Through these means no doubt
many valuable machines and pieces of apparatus
are saved annually from almost certain destruc-
tion.
Now, as to the most effective means for devel-
oping competent and responsible men. On first
entering the department a man is given nothing
to do that is responsible or that might lead to an
accident. Then he is gradually entrusted with
work of greater and greater responsibility. It is
safe to say that nothing contributes so vastly to
his progress in the works as the careful methods
which he uses, and thus the freedom of his work
from blunders. One serious blunder, even though
it results in no great damage, will give a man a
mark from which he will never recover. In fact,
in some cases the man is removed from the test
entirely, for a time, and put with the gang of
workmen employed in moving machines, etc.
Such extreme methods might be questioned,
but when one observes the good affect and real-
zes the cost of many inexcusable blunders he
may readily see how such methods are justified.
In view of these conditions it may possibly be
explained why so many men who have excellent
records as students, and who are apparently ca-
pable in every way, do not succeed. They have
no notion how to proceed systematically with a
piece of work. They are in general careless
about the order of things and in the care of
things.
It is impossible to learn these careful methods
immediately. A man who has gone carelessly
through his student years, even though a good
student, will be more at a disadvantage on enter-
ing the employment of a large company than the
less brilliant but more careful man. Of course,
in educational institutions it is impossible to have
such effective penalties for blunders as has been
described above.
Not long ago a student in the Institute, in
taking the temperature of a vessel of water,
used a delicate and expensive thermometer as a
stirrer. The thermometer was broken, and he
laughingly asked to have it exchanged for an-
other. For that student's own benefit nothing
would have been better than to have been put
for a few days on the streets breaking rocks—
not at all as a penalty for the offense, but rather
as the best means for educating him to be more
careful in the future. He might have been re-
quired to pay for the instrument, but this action
would probably have been misjudged and have
failed in the desired effect. It might be said that
the student was possibly not aware of the delicacy
of a thermometer. Ignorance of the law, how-
ever, excuses no one. If not familiar with a piece
of apparatus, one should exercise all the more
caution in its use.
The men who hold the best positions with the
company are apparently men who have been
longest with it, and who have most thoroughly
absorbed their method.
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It is very good advice that one of our illustri-
ous Alumni, who has been long with the com-
pany, gave us at the Institute recently. As he
said, the man who wishes to rise must be patient
and stay with the company. Probably few ap-
preciate how much the time, after entering the
works before gaining a creditable position, de-
pends upon the common sense systematic meth-
ods of working he develops while a student. If
he learns to do his work, as a student, in a di-
rect, systematic and careful way, he has much
less to unlearn in his profession and is so much
sooner to the goal.
The facility with which he picks up the meth-
ods of a large company depends largely on how
nearly these methods correspond to the habit he
has in his own work. It has been said that
in science there is but one method, and it is mar-
velous to see how near this is approximated in
large companies.
The writer, having read many of the answers
which President Mees received to his circular
letters to the Alumni asking for information with
regard to the courses in the Institute which had
been of greatest value, was interested in obtain-
ing further data on this question. Not a man
questioned thought that he had spent too much
time on any of the fundamental branches taught
in most technical schools. Some, of course, ask
of what use has such and such a course been.
Students often ask, how much of this course
will I remember? We should bear in mind that
the more important question is not how much
has been remembered, but what power and what
method do they develop in the student to master
a subject and solve problems.
It may safely be remarked that the acquisition
of power and method in solving problems ends
for many engineers with their student days.
Thus it would appear that many subjects
which appear to the engineering student foreign
to his profession should be even more urgently
required. Such courses as electric signaling
might be included in the curiculum of technical
schools, but it is a question as to whether or not
it would benefit the student having that profes-
sion in view as much as a course in Spanish or
Italian.
Many items of interest might be submitted,
but the writer believes that n3thing so nearly
touches the question of the success of an en-
gineering student in his profession as the points
which have been discussed above.
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Determination of Calcium fluoride.
EXTRACT FROM THESIS OF W. E. BURK FOR M. S., JUNE, 1901.
ANALYTICAL METHOD FOR HYDROFLUORIC ACID.
I N determining the purity of fluorite only two
methods were found outlined that appealed as
practical. One, that of Hillebrand, based on the
method of Rose (see Bulletin 176 of the U. S.
Geological Survey) and one of the M. Carnot
described at length in a paper, "Sur le dosage
du fluor," (see Comptes Rendus, V. 114, p. p.
750).
A modification of Carnot's method suggested
by Cairns was tried, but with little success. Fi-
nally the method of Carnot with certain changes
and precautionary additions was adopted with
satisfactory results. Without additional precau-
tions and changes, however, the method does not
give accurate results, but invariably shows too
high a percentage of the fluoride. The method
adopted was as follows:
A perfectly dry mixture of about 3.0 gr. of
dry, powdered, and calcined s02 and 0.2 gr. of
dry, powdered fluorite with 40 cc. conc. H2 SO4
is digested at a temperature of 120°C to 135°C,
the Si F4 evolved being conducted through a per-
fectly dry conducting tube to a narrow upright
vessel, containing about 20cc. of a freshly pre-
pared solution of KF. End of conducting tube
dips into a sufficient pool of pure mercury to pre-
vent moisture from entering tube. A dry, slow
current of air is passed while the temperature of
the H2 SO4 mixture is maintained for one and one-
half hours.
Reactions involved are as follows:
Ca F2+ H2SO4=--2 H F+CaSO4.
4 H F+Si 02=Si F4+2 H2 0.
In the receiving vessel:
Si F4+2 K F-=K2 Si F6.
The K2 Si F6 separates out partially and after
transferring to a subsiding vessel, and adding an
equal volume of 90 % alcohol it subsides per-
fectly to a heavy pulpy stratum. After a half
hour, the contents are filtered, using a Gooch
crucible with asbestos plate, washed free from K
F with 90 % alcohol and dried to constant weight
at a temperature of 100° C. Two-thirds of the
fluorine of the K2 Si F6 comes from the fluorite,
or the weight of the salt multiplied by the factor
0.34511 gives fluorine; and this multiplied by
2.0527 gives the Ca F2.
The detail manipulation must be followed with
great care in which case only, will satisfactory
results be obtained. The three chief sources of
error are:
1st. Moisture in air current or conducting
tubes, resulting in premature decomposition of
the Si F4 in the tubes and even clogging same.
2nd. Sulphuric acid fumes carried over by
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current of air resulting in decomposition of the
K F of solution in receiving vessel and formation
of K2 Si F6 with consequent high percentage de-
termination.
3rd. Flakes of insoluble addition products of
KF. from solution with the Si 02 of the walls of
glass (where used) receiving vessel. A 10% solu-
tion of KF. attacks glass quite readily and high
percentage is usual from this source unless great
care is taken.
These sources of error are so serious that early
in my experience, while working upon a sample
of fluorite rather pure, containing 98.77% Ca F2,
values as high as in one case 130% Ca F2 and in
another 113% Ca F2 were obtained.
Details of the method are as follows, in which
statements, references are made to the accom-
panying sketch of apparatus:
Tube (a) contains glass wool saturated with
Conc. HI S 04 and tube (b) contains fused Ca C12.
From these drying tubes a conducting glass tube
extends to the bottom of vessel (c) which is an
Erlenmeyer flask of about 150 cc. capacity, closed
with a three hole rubber stopper, the second and
third holes of which are closed with a stop cock
funnel and a glass tube (d), one end of which
terminates just below the rubber stopper, the
other end of tube projecting into a V tube (e)
plugged at points indicated by cross hatching
with pure glass wool. (f) and (g) are V loops
bent from 5 m m. glass tubing connected up with
tight rubber joints and plugged with glass wool
at points indicated by cross hatching ; the plugs
being designed to interrupt the air cuirent and
effect a stoppage of sulphuric acid fumes that are
not otherwise eliminated.
(h) is a glass tube extending to bottom of ves-
sel (i) and terminating in a contracted end bent
upwards.
In containing vessel (i) is placed sufficient
pure dry mercury to seal the opening of tube (h)
by 2 to 3 mm. at least.
Vessel (i) is closed with a three hole rubber
stopper, through which a stopcock funnel (1) and
the tube (k) enter. Tube (k) leads to an aspi-
rator.
The conducting tubing from (c) to (b) mea-
sures in length some two meters and contains in
all seven plugs of glass wool.
Each part of the apparatus is dried by warming
and exhausting air before apparatus is set up.
After apparatus is set up, a current of air is al-
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lowed to pass while the parts are again heated
with the naked flame. Current of air is now
stopped.
About 20cc of a freshly prepared solution of
KF. (10%) is now poured into vessel (i) by means
of funnel (1).
3.0 gr. of pawdered, Nre Si 02 are calcined and
while still slightly wartn the same is intimately
mixed in an agate mortar, with 0.2 gr. of dry
powdered fluorite. This mixture is placed in
the flask (c) and the same immediately closed, 40
cc Conc. H2 S 04 is now added through stopcock
funnel. This acid before use should be areated
with a current of dry air while being heated to a
temperature of 165° C.
Flask (c) is heated in an oil bath at tempera-
ture of 120° to 135°C for one and one-half hours,
during which time a current of air is allowed to
pass at a rate such that bubbles in vessel (i) can
be easily counted. Flask (c) is also shaken vig-
orously occasionally in order that bubbles of the
froth-like scum may be broken.
The U tubes (e), (f), and (g) are emersed in
beakers filled with cold water. At end of oper-
ation stopper with connections is removed from
vessels (i) and tube (h) rinsed with a little
water.
The solution above mercury is removed by
means of a bulb pipette and rubber mouth tube,
and same transferred to a small subsiding beaker,
Vessel (i) is rinsed gently with water and mer-
cury washed.
As little water is used in washing as possible,
the solution and rinsings when collected being
kept down within 75 cc. A thin, somewhat te-
nacious coating on inner walls of vessel (i) should
not be removed as this is due to addition products
of the K F of the solution with glass.
Care is also taken that no minute globules of
mercury are transferred to the beaker. An equal
volume of 90 % alcohol is now added and beaker
allowed to stand half an hour. Precipitate set-
tles well in this time and by decantation first is
quite readily filtered on a Gooch filter with re-
duced pressure. Subsiding beaker should be
rinsed well but not rubbed. A tarred Gooch
crucible with asbestos plate is used and after
filtering under reduced pressure contents are
washed with 90 % alcohol until filtrate gives no
turbidity with BaC12. Crucible and contents are
now dried at 100° C in hot air oven to constant
weight and fluorine or calcium fluoride esti-
mated.
M. Moissan in a paper on his investigation of
fluorine (see "Annual Report of Smithsonian
Institute for 1897,") mentions the decided ten-
dency of fluorine and its simple compounds to
form addition products. This action constituting
the third source of error mentioned above could
be best eliminated by use of platinum for vessel
(i); and with this substitution the method would
be very satisfactory. Platinum could be used
with equal satisfaction and much economy of
time, for the conducting tubing from vessel (c)
to vessel (i).
The modification of Carnot's method proposed
by Cairns consists in using KC1 instead of K F
and catching any escaping HC1 in a connected
wash bottle. The contents of the two vessels are
then titrated with standard alkali solution. The
objection to this method is that the end of titration
reaction is very indefinite and indeterminate; due
to a secondary reaction. (See Ostwald's "Grand-
lichen der Unorganischen Chemic," pp. .433,-
436." )
ALUMNI NOTES.
Archie -Shaver, '97, is now electrician for the
Union Pacific, in charge of their signal system
with headquarters at Omaha, Neb.
Jay H. Hall, '97, was with us a few days at
the opening of school. He is now at Youngs-
town, Ohio.
T. D. Witherspoon, '00, is located in Terre
Haute as assistant to Benj. McKeen, Supt.
of the Vandalia Ry.
Arthur D. Kidder, '99, U. S. examiner of
surveys, is located at Rapid City, S. D., at pres-
ent. He expects to be in Terre Haute for a
while in December.
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Milton L. Oglesby, '92, has been visiting his
brother Richard, for a few weeks. He is en-
gaged in mining engineering in Utah.
Max B. Fitch, '90, of Magdalena, N. M., was
in Southern California last winter prospecting
for oil. He had charge of the work of a com-
pany which was putting down wells in the Los
Angeles and Santa Paula oil fields.
Mrs. Henry Waite Bigelow, formerly Miss
Elizabeth Stanley of Terre Haute, died at her
home in Hartford, Conn., Sept. 15th, after a
very short illness. She was the wife of H. W.
Bigelow, '95.
U. U. Carr, '96, is with Heyl & Patterson
Co., manufacturers of heavy milling machinery,
Pittsburg, Pa.
John E. Lufkin, Jr., '97, is electrical en-
gineer for the Electric Power Plant, Rosswell,
N. M.
Wesley C. Masterson, '86, is with the H. T.
Hearsey Vehicle Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
George E. Wells, '96, is now a member of the
firm of Reubel & Wells, consulting engineers,
St. Louis, Mo.
Frank J. Jumper, '99, and Miss Lurline Le
Bart were married at Vincennes Oct. 1. They
are at home now, at 1045 California avenue,
Allegheny, Pa. Jumper is civil engineer for
the Pressed Steel Car Co.
Loofbourow, '00, was in the city last week.
He has given up his position with the Pennsyl-
vania lines and accepted a situation on an en-
gineering staff in the employ of the J. Pierpont
Morgan Co.
CLASS OF '01.
Clay is with Allegheny Steel and Iron Co.,
Tarentown, Pa.
Crawford is with the Fairbanks-Morse Gas
Engine Co., Beloit, Wis.
Gibbons is a graduate student, R. P. I.
Hadley is with Carnegie Steel Co., Pittsburg,
Pa.
Hammel is with Milwaukee Electric Power
Co„ Milwaukee, Wis.
Helmer is in Pittsburg Testing Laboratory,
Pittsburg, Pa.
King is with Mexican Central Ry., San Juan,
DeLatran, Mex.
Lyons is with Cara Chiapas Mining Co.,
Teapa, Tabascos, Mex.
Miller is instructor in chemistry and English
Male High School, Louisville, Ky.
Perkins is with Chicago Elevated Ry. Co.,
Chicago, Ill.
Piper is graduate student, R. P. I.
Riggs and Troll are with Indianapolis Link
Belt Co., Indianapolis.
Rochester is with American Car and Foundry
Co., Detroit, Mich.
Warfel is with Carnegie Steel Co., Munhall,
Pa.
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De Phosphate Industry.
By H. R KNIGHT, '04.
pHOSPHORUS is one of the most widelydistributed of the elements. It is found
in all animal and vegetable matter, as well as in
most eruptivt.. and sedementary rocks. Phospho-
ric acid composes over 40 per cent of the ashes of
bones, and in the vegetable kingdom it is espe-
cially abundant in the seeds of plants. Phospho-
ric acid is one of the most important elements of
plant food, and no soil can be productive which
is destitute of it. The necessity of restoring
phosphoric acid to an exhausted soil, has been
acknowledged since very ancient times, though
the cause of its stimulating effect was unknown
until a comparatively late date.
The first form of natural phosphate was the
excrement of birds, gathered from pigeon
houses and bird cages by the Romans, and as
early as the Twelfth century the Arabians used
the guano deposits found along their coast for
agricul t ural purposes.
It was not until the early part of the last cen-
tury, when Leibig and others showed the im-
portant part played by phosphoric acid in vege-
table life, that artificial phosphate came into
use, and it is only within the last thirty-five
years that the mining of natural phosphates,
with their conversion into super-phosphates has
reached its already great and steadily increasing
importance.
Natural phosphate is divided into two classes,
mineral and rock, and these two classes are again
subdivided according to their chemical composi-
tion.
Mineral phosphates are those deposits of phos-
phate of lime, which besides having the other
properties inherent in a true mineral, have a
definite chemical composition, or at least show a
strong tendency toward such properties and com-
position.
Rock phosphate includes those deposits which,
having no definite chemical composition and
lacking the homogeneous nature and other fixed
characteristics of a true mineral, cannot be
classed as mineral phosphates.
Mineral phosphate is found in both stratified
and crystalline rocks, but is much more plenti-
ful in the latter, especially in metamorphic lime-
stone, igneus and volcanic rocks. It occurs in
both massive and crystalline form. It belongs to
the hexagonal system of crystallization, has a
sub-resinous lustre, is translucent and sometimes
transparent, has a hardness of 5 and a specific
gravity of 3.17 to 3.25, is brittle, sometimes
white, yellow, green or red in color, gives off a
phosphorescent light when heated, and becomes
electric upon application of heat or friction. It
occurs in the early crystalline rocks, and is
found in New York and the New England
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states, Canada, England, France and other re-
gions.
The mineral phosphate runs in veins, varying
in size and depth. After being blasted out, it is
put through the process of "cobbing," which
consists in breaking it with a hammer from the
adhering substances. The highest grade which
is shipped rarely averages over 85 per cent tri-
basic phosphate of lime, and nothing is shipped
which does not average at least 70 per cent.
Rock phosphate is found in nodules, which
vary in size from that of a pea to masses
weighing a ton or more. The nodules are very
irregular in shape, and are associated with num-
erous phosphatic casts of the interior of shells,
as well as masses, of rare occurrence, which
have the appearance of fossil dung (capolites).
The nodules are more or less rounded and wa-
ter worn, and bored by marine animals. They
vary in hardness from 2 to 4, and have a specific
gravity of 2.2 to 2.5.
When the fragments are rubbed together they
give off an odor of decayed organic matter.
There are at least eleven different varieties of
nodules, according to color.
The nodule beds, which lie from 6 to 30 feet,
sometimes more, under the surface, vary in
thickness from a few inches to several feet, but
it is only where the nodules lie in "pockets" or
depressions, that the thickness reaches more
than 30 inches. The average yield of clean,
dry phosphate is from three hundred to twelve
hundred tons per acre.
There is but little doubt that G. U. Shepard,
Sr., first recognized the nature of the rock
phosphate beds in this country, about forty years
ago, but his observations were not put to practi-
cal use until about 1867-68.
The deposits of rock phosphate are either
known as land or river deposits, and South Car-
olina and Florida, as the two great phosphate
producing states, have both of these deposits.
The river deposits, which lie in the bed of the
river, are mined either by centrifugal pumps
operated from barges, or by river dredges. The
rock which is mined by pumps is thrown upon
barges and left free from foreign substances.
The dredging scoops have to be made very
strong in order to penetrate the nodule bed, and
when the scoop is filled it is brought to the sur-
face, and the nodules are thrown into a washer
which lies alongside the dredging barge. The
washer sometimes consists of a large iron trun-
cated cone, with perforated sides, revolving on
a horizontal axis. It is supplied on the inside
with steel spirals, arranged around the sides like
the grooves in a rifle. A heavy stream of water
is thrown into both ends of the washer, and the
nodules pass into the smaller end of the cone and
out at the larger. Then they are removed to
land on lighters built for that purpose.
The mining on land is all open quarry work.
The area to be mined is first ditched if necessary,
and in some cases an embankment has to be
thrown up to keep the water back. It does not
pay, unless the mine is very productive, to remove
over 15 feet of earth, that is, if the pick and
shovel method of mining is used. In most
mines a steam dredge is used, and they first re-
move the soil down to the nodular stratum.
Then the dredge cuts into the stratum and loads
the nodules onto cars, which carry them to the
washer. The cars are pulled up an incline,
which is about sixty feet high and dumped out
upon an iron grating, where the nodules are
broken up by machinery into coarse fragments
about five inches in diameter, and then passed
into the washer, where the fragments are freed
from the adhering sand and clay. One of the
most common land rock washers is a long
trough, in which a shaft revolves, that is armed
with projections in the form of a broken helix.
The trough is inclined at a small angle, and
the nodules are passed from the breakers to the
lower end of the trough, and are forced up the
inclined plane by the projections, against a
strong stream of water. Another kind of
washer is a revolving cylinder, perforated with
holes, and supplied on the inside with spiral
flanges of steel, and these flanges force the
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nodules up the cylinder against a stream of
water, which washes off the sand and clay.
After passing through the washer the nodules
fall onto a set of iron screens, which separates
the large fragments from the smaller. From
these screens the rock is taken to the drying
shed, where the important process of drying
and burning the nodules is done. There are
several methods of drying the nodules, but one of
the most common is to put a layer of wood and
a layer of nodules until they get a pile about 15
feet high, and then set the wood on fire.
Another way of drying is to pass hot air through
a revolving cylinder. The nodules are forced
into the cylinder through the end away from the
fire and out of the end nearest the fire.
By drying, the nodules are freed from twelve
to eighteen per cent. of moisture which they
contained after being washed and ready for
shipment. The process of drying takes from
36 to 40 cords of wood to every 1,000 tons, and
lasts from 35 to 40 hours. By burning and dry-
ing the phosphate, freight rates are saved on the
water which it originally contained, and it also
makes the phosphate better fitted for manufac-
turing purposes.
To make complete plant food ammonia and pot-
ash have to be added. The manufacturing of
commercial fertilizer out of the phosphatic no-
dules is a very interesting process. First the
phosphate rock is ground so that 80 per cent, of
it can pass through a sixty mesh. Then in order
to liberate the phosphoric acid, 50 % of H2 S 04
of it is used and 50 per cent. of Br. This pro-
cess forms sulphate of lime and liberates phos-
phoric acid, which is known as the super-phos-
phate of commerce. Now ammonia is added,
generally through blood or tankage from the
abbatoirs, cotton seed meal or sulphate of animo-
nia. Sometimes ammonia is added through dried
fish. Potash is added from the salts taken from
the Sanssfort mines of Germany.
For commercial purposes the phosphate is di-
vided into three classes.
1. Soluble in water.
2. Soluble in citric of ammonia (reverted).
3. Unsoluble.
Germany only buys the phosphate soluble in
water, while France and the Mediterranean coun-
tries will use either the first or second class of
phosphate.
The phosphate rock, if shipped to foreign
ports, is carried in steamers, while the domestic
trade is carried on in sailing vessels.
As to the formation of phosphate rock, little
can be said, for no definite reason is given. There
is no doubt that the phosphatic nodules in
Florida were carried down during the glacial
period, for the nodules show every sign of water
worn substances.
When nodules are washed there is a substance
known as " soft " phosphate, which is about the
same substance in appearance as clay, that is
lost. After flowing out upon the ground the
sand sometimes blows over it and again this
"soft" phosphate may be washed over it. The
sun bakes it and in the end we have a substance
which resembles phosphatic nodules very much.
The present source of supply is very great and
new mines are being discovered every year. The
phosphate rock is mined from America to the
Christmas Islands, south of Java, and even the
state of Florida alone could furnish the world's
demand for bone phosphate of lime for one hun-
dred years to come,
Iron and aluminium are about the only metals
found in phosphatic nodules, and these depreciate
the value very much.
In the grain producing states of the west,
where the natural richness of the soil is fast giv-
ing out, commercial fertilizer is a necessity; but
in Germany, where the land has been cultivated
for centuries and the limit of a farm is very small,
where a farmer has to raise four stalks of corn to
an American. farmer's one, phosphate is all of a
necessity; it is the life of the country.
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By ALBERT A. KRIEGER, '03
AMID the taunts and jeers and mock sympa-thy of a large and noisy crowd of students
of other courses, the Civils of '03 and '04 pulled
out of Terre Haute on June 18th. Their desti-
nation was the annual two weeks Civil Camp; the
location, Greencastle.
The rest of that day, after arrival in Green-
castle, was spent in securing accommodations.
Contrary to custom, the boys were not located in
camp, nor, as the previous year, in a hotel.
Rooms were secured throughout the town, quite
a few of the boys securing rooms, occupied in
winter by D2Pauw students. By what arts, I
know not, we obtained board in the girls' dormi-
tory. Briefly, and in untechnical language, the
situation was this:
From about four miles this side of Greencastle
the track, besides being not too straight, is rather
up hill. Add to this, the fact that the Monon
crosses just here, and it is easily seen that we
have something which were better were it not
thus.
How the problem was put to us, us being the
aforesaid Civils of '03 and '04, (not to mention
two members of '02), to see, by the light of our
wisdom and experience, past, present or future,
whether anything could be done to improve the
state of affairs. We were to see whether by
changing the location of the line, the Van. tracks
could not be carried over the Monon by an over-
head crossing, and at the same time, whether the
heavy grade could be cut out.
Nothing daunted by the magnitude of our task,
we set to work early next morning, only to be
interrupted about two o'clock by a sudden
shower. Besides being interrupted, it may be
well to add that we were soaked. This was our
usual daily program, the monotony of work
varied only by the change of duties, every day
alike except for the number of showers (it rained
--•
every day, sometimes not until after supper, so
the boys' glad rags could get wet).
It was decided at the start that dinner should
be sent out to us, and on the second day we en-
joyed our first repast in the field. (If you'd like
to know how much we enjoyed it, just ask one
of the boys). After that the meals improved in
quality. It was found by experiment, in about
two days, that as the work progressed and the
distance from the "office" increased, the weight
of the instruments increased as the cubes of the
distance. This difficulty was overcome by the
ingenuity of Professor McCormick, and much to
the satisfaction of the boys, we were taken out
every morning in a four-horse bus and unloaded
at whatever position on the line had been assigned
to us.
Besides giving opportunity for working earlier
and later, this gave several Freshmen chances for
a little play at conductor, or patrol wagon driver
and this part of it seemed to be much appreciated.
Amusement was provided by the Freshmen for
the Sophomores in more ways than one. Many
the song that was sung; many the joke that was
cracked on those homeward drives. Lack of
space forbids, alas, that I repeat them here.
The work was varied, so was the country.
From the axeing and chaining of the Freshmen,
to the transit-work and topography of the Sopho-
mores, opportunity was given for much good
practice. The land was up hill and down, good
and bad, strawberry patches brier patches and
thick underbrush. Woods there were a plenty,
nice thick woods; corn fields and stubble and
other cultivated ground, wheat fields and pastures
and thickets filled in the rest. One of the most
pleasant things of all was that we generally had
suitable places to work in ; thus when it was hot
as—well—pretty hot—, we were not in the open
fields; after a hard rain, we were generally in
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some cornfield, with mud only six inches deep, or
else plowing our way through wet underbrush
and trying to keep our cross-section sheets dry.
While the two lower classes worked in the
field, the upper classmen stayed in the office and
kept the notes up with the work, and came out
occasionally to round up a stray section corner,
or to bring out the grub. It really was touching
to see the he:trty reception they usually received
on the line.
The office, which I had almost forgotten, was
the most important point of all, next to the post-
office. There we all met; from there we departed,
only to return again, weary with toil, from there
issued the stern commands, there the " jacking-
ups" were administered, which enabled us to
finish in the two weeks what had been set be-
fore us.
While, of course, every one would rather have
gone home instead of to camp, and while the
work was hard, yet I think that no one was dis-
satisfied, and, considering the benefit derived, I
think that every one would be willing to go
through with it again.
As to the result of the survey: Well, we Ju-
niors are working on that now. After we have
worked about four months, and hustled around
finding out things we should have found ont last
June, and " fudged " a little, why, maybe we'll
know if anything can be d
FRESHMEN RECEPTION.
The annual reception tendered by the Y. M.
C. A. to the Freshman class took place in the
gymnasium Saturday evening, Sept. 28th. The
reception pravei to be quite an enjoyable affair,
and with the assistance of the attractive sou-
venir cards upon which could be written the
name and class, went far towards accomplishing
its chief aim—to afford an opportunity for the
strangers to become acquainted with the veteran
students, the Faculty and the many friends of
the institute who graced the occasion.
After the informal introductions, that were
effected by the cards, refreshments were served
by the large number of young ladies who lent so
much of interest and pleasure to the evening.
Speaking of the pleasures of the evening, we
should not fail to mention the fine music ren-
dered by Mrs. Adams, Miss Idler and Mr. Burge.
FRESHMAN CLASS.
Zach Adams, Fort Worth, Tex.
Donald H. Atherton, Gill, Mass.
George Benson, Brockport, New York.
John 0. Bland, Louisville, Ky.
Gordon G. Brooks, Atlanta, Ill.
Carl G. Davies, Marshall, Ind.
Nicholas F. Dodson, Terre Haute.
Charles B. Falley, Bible Grove, Ill.
D. E. Godwin, Fort Worth, Tex.
Leon Goodman, Terre Haute.
Ralph C. Gray, Youngstown, Ohio.
Russell B. Hopkins, Cincinnati.
Bruce G. Huffaker, Louisville.
Ray G. Jenckes, Terre Haute.
Walter E. Johnson, Emporia, Kan.
Harry R. Kadel, Terre Haute,
Edgar E. Larkins, Terre Haute.
Charles Edward Leedy, Youngstown, 0.
Fred B. Lewis, Anaheim, Cal.
John M. Lowry, Heckland, Ind.
Alan McDonald, Louisville, Ky.
Charles E. Merriman, Kenton, 0.
George F. Nicholson, Terre Haute.
Frank H. Newnam, Indianapolis.
0. Frank Reynolds, Terre Haute.
Clement J. Richards, Terre Haute.
Claude E. Robertson, Greenup, Ill.
Clifford B. Speaker, Manson, Iowa.
Eugene K. Stoddard, Madison, S. D.
Harry W. Whited, Alden Bridge. La.
Robert M. Wilson, Paris, Ill.
Owen L. Wood, Santa Fe, New Mex.
Edward H. Bauer, Terre Haute.
RAlph C. Blanchard, Terre H tute.
Walter H. Burr, Morrison, Ill.
Cleo B. Cook, Frankfort, Ind.
J. Edward Daily, Terre Haute.
Ralph C. Everson, Kearney, Neb.
Stanley B. Freiberg, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Merl Fuller, Frankfort, Ind.
Guy W. Greenleaf, Terre Haute.
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Fred W. A. Haller, Cincinnati, 0.
Sydney W. Inns, Danville, Ill.
Ernest N. Kerr, Lincoln, Ill.
Lorenz W. Klenk, Blue Island Ill.
Hubert Parr, Fontanet.
Charles R. Peddle, Washington, D. C.
George H. Pfeif, Terre Haute.
TECHNIC.
NEW SOPHOMORES.
Ferdinand W. Hahn, Louisville.
John W. Reubelt, Paris, Ky.
Leslie A. Touzalin, Chicago.
William J. Von Borries, Louisville.
William Noelke, Indianapolis.
Merle R. Reed, Terre Haute.
Rudolph J. Schuchardt, Terre Haute. OFFICIAL DIRECTORY.
Herbert E. Shryer, Terre Haute. SENIOR CLASS—President, E. L. Flory; Vice President, Chen Hou-
Lewis A. Snider, Terre Haute. sum ; Secretary and Treasurer, Edgar B. Powell.
Edward H. Spalding, Concordia, Kan. JUNIOR CLAss—President, Brent C. Jacob; Vice President, Chester
John C. Sproul!, Ansonia, Ohio. L. Post ; Secretary, Henry S. Kellogg; Treasurer, N. Hadley
Charles M. Streeter, Muncie, Ind. - Cox.
Charles B. Trowbridge, Decatur, Mich.
Robert W. Van Horn, Canton, Ohio.
SOPHOMORE CLASS—President, J. Newton Ross; Vice President,
Robert F. Garrettson ; Secretary and Treasurer, Ernest Bryon.
Herbert L. Watson, Terre Haute. FRESHMAN CLASS—President pro tern, S. J. Richards.
Francis A. Wells, Winchester, Ill. ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION—President, J. T. Dickerson: Secretary, T.
Herman E. Welte, Terre Haute. L. Hampton; Treasurer, Irving J. Cox; Manager Football
Cecil L. Wood, Davenport, Ia. Team, Albert A. Krieger; Assistant Manager, Henry C. Gilbert.
Arthur Worthington, Terre Haute. SCIENTIFIC Socrwrv—President, F. R. Fishback ; Secretary and
Dudley D. Wright, Shelbyville, Ill Treasurer, H. Blair Pettit; Senior Councillor, C. Herbert Hills;
Junior Councellor, Albert A. Krieger.
Graduate Students '2 TELEGRAPH ASSOCIATION—President, Victor Hommel ; Vice Presi-
Seniors 18 dent, Albert A. Krieger; Secretary and Treasurer, Sol Levi.
Juniors 43
Sophomores  37 CAMERA CLUB—President, Arthur D. Michel ; Vice 
President, Victor
Freshmen 63 Hommel ; Secretary and Treasurer, Marion 
W. Blair.
V. M. C. A.—President, Sam D. Burge; Vice President, Henry S.
Total 163 Kellogg; Secretary and Treasurer, Edgar B. Powell.
MANDOLIN AND GLEE CLUB—COMMITTEE ON ORGANIZATION—Sam
NEW JUNIORS. D. Burge, Henry W. Uhl, Harry S. Braman, J. Harry Barba-
Francisco V. Aguilera, Manzanillo, Cuba. zette.
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Rose lot Shortridge high School o.
THE Rose foot ball eleven played the first gameof the season on the home campus, Saturday,
Sept. 28, and came out victorious by a score of
10 to 0. Their opponents were the plucky High
school boys from the Shortridge High School of
Indianapolis.
Rose had a little the advantage in weight,
but both teams showed badly the need of prac-
tice, and lots of it. The Rose men were able to
make good gains through the opposing line, but
did not have the interference for the end plays
well enough developed. Shortridge made most
of thcir gains around the ends.
At 3:30 Shortridge kicked off for thirty
yards, but Rose lost the ball on a fumble. After
an end run of fifteen yards Shortridge was held
for downs, and after a few short gains by Rose
the ball returned to them on downs, but after a
ten-yard gain they lost it again. Rose started
to hit the line with good results until they lost
the ball on a fumble. For the next few minutes
the ball changed hands on fumbles until Rose
settled down and started up the field, but lost
the ball on an offside play. Shortridge was
compelled to kick for thirty yards and kicked
again for twenty yards, after obtaining the ball
on a fumble, and kicked again after obtaining the
ball on do \\ us. Richards was laid out at this stage
and Pine substituted. Huffaker punted thirty
yards. The High School lost the ball on a fum-
ble and Rose here started to go down the field
until Uhl was shoved across the line for the first
touchdown after 233~ minutes of play. The
ball was in the middle of the field at the end of
the first half.
Rose kicked off in the second half and Short-
ridge started down the field by hitting the Rose
line, but soon wore themselves out, and Rose
obtained the ball. By sending Pine and Uhl
through tackles and Johnson through tackle,
Rose carried the ball down the field for the
second touchdown after nine minutes of play.
The remainder of the half was mostly spent in
punting, and ended with the ball on the High
School's twenty yard line in their possession.
The line up:
ROSE.







POSITION. SHORTRIDGE H. S.
left end  Scott
.left tackle  Gibbs
left guard  j Hacker
Connors
center  Spencer
( Connorsright guard 
1 Dugan
right tackle  Tolin
  right end  Dean
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ROSE. POSITION. SHORTRIDGE H. S.
Lindenberger  quarter  Hall
Richards
Pine . . left half  Bosler
Uhl  right half  Clark




Timekeeper—Milton Oglesby ( '92).
Time of halves-25 and 20 minutes.
The foot ball team went to Bloomington on
the 5th and met an overwhelming defeat at the
hands of the Indiana University team. The I.
U. men weighed about twenty pounds more
to the man and their team work was far superior
to that of Rose.
After the game with the Shortridge High
School, foot ball took a decided slump and for a
while during the next week it looked as if Rose
would not be represented on the foot ball field
any more this season, but things brightened up a
little during the middle of the week, and the
team went to Bloomington with only one day's
practice during the week.
The result of the game is given below:
Huffaker kicked off to Indiana's 35 yard line.
The ball was returned 10 yards by Foster. After
a series of downs Indiana worked the ball to
Rose's goal line, and it was carried over by
Davidson.
Foster tried goal but missed. Time about
three minutes.
Huffaker kicked off to Indiana but the ball
went out of bounds. Rose kicked off again to
Indiana's 15 yard line. Davidson returned it 10
yards. After a series of downs Smith carried
the ball through the line 5 yards before being
stopped by Rose. After a number of very profit-
able plays Darby carried the ball over. Foster
kicked goal. Score, Indiana 11, Rose 0.
Huffaker kicked off to Indiana's 25 yard line.
Coval returned 25 yards. The ball was worked
to Rose's 20 yard line by startling gains, when
Foster carried the ball through 10 yards. Two
rushes and Coval carried the ball over. Foster
kicked goal.
Huffaker kicked off to I. U.'s 15 yard line,
and the ball was returned by Foster 20 yards by
a pretty run. Indiana punted to Rose's 35 yard
line and secure l ball on fumble, I U. worked the
ball to Rose's 2 yard line. Foul by Indiana
and the ball was given to Rose on their 12 yard
line. By vigorous line bucking through tackles
Rose gained 20 yards. They were forced to
punt. Darby blocked punt. Smith secured the
ball and was dragged 20 yards by Indiana men.
One down and Smith was pushed over the line
before the Rose men had time to get lined up.
Foster kicked goal.
Huffaker kicked off to I. U. Foster caught
the punt and returned the ball ten yards. After
a series of downs, Rucker carried the ball over
by a fast end run. Foster failed on goal. Score,
Indiana 28; Rose Poly 0.
In the second half Sanders went in at R. H.
and Highly at L. T. for I. U.
Elters kicked off to Rose's 15 yard line. The
ball was returned 10 yards by Huffaker. Rose
punted. Punt was returned 20 yards by a sen-
sational run of Foster. Two downs and Knight
carried the ball over. Foster kicked goal.
Huffaker kicked off to Indiana's 15 yard line.
Foster returned the ball 20 yards by some sensa-
tional line bucking. Darby carried the ball
through the line 30 yards.
Sanders made a 20 yard gain and Foster
kicked goal.
Huffaker kicked off to Indiana's 25 yard line.
The ball was returned 15 yards by Davidson.
Indiana punted to Rose's 25 yard line. Rucker
advanced 10 yards with the ball and by a double
pass Foster carried it over. Goal kicked by
Foster.
Huffaker kicked off to Indiana's 10 yard line.
The ball was returned by Darby 40 yards.
Bowie, R. T. of Rose was injured and Williams
substituted. In next down Rucker sustained an
injury on the knee and Driesback was substitu-
ted. Knight scored. Foster failed on goal
Score and line up.
ROSE. POSITION.
Johnson, (Capt) . . . . left end
Hommel  left tackle .
Hampton  left guard








  right guard 
right tackle
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I. U
Ruckers
  1 Driesback
. Davidson (Capt )
 Railsback











right half . Gotshall
Foster
IIuffaker  full back  Darby
Score—I. U. 57; Rose 0.
left half 
Referee—Aydelotte.
Time of Halves-20 minutes.
The second team played the first game of the
season on the afternoon that the first team met
defeat at Bloomington. Their opponents were
the boys from the Terre Haute High School,
and the second team was defeated by a score of
5 to O.
The second team was in a bad condition to play
a game, being unable to get any signal practice
before the game, as it was not known just who
were going with the first team until Friday, and
it was then found that new man would have to
be worked into new positions at short notice.
The High School men outplayed the second
team and won the game by better foot ball
tactics.
THE PIPE RUSH.
The day for the annual pipe rush between the
Freshmen and the Sophomores has come and
gone, and there were no serious fatalities except
the injury done to Sophomore pride, which can
never be repaired.
The Sophomores posted their challenge dur-
ing the week with the usual subscript, "No
pipes allowed," and the challenge was promptly
accepted by the alert Freshmen.
On the afternoon of the 21st a motley assem-
bly of non-recognizable Rose students gathered
on the campus and started a game of base ball
which aroused interest for about one inning,
when it was seen that the Freshmen had no
chance to win the ball game. At the end of the
third inning, with the score standing 11 to 1 in
favor of the Sophomores, a Freshman con-
ceived the idea that he wanted to smoke on the
campus in spite of contrary matidates issued by
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the Sophomore class. A Junior kindly fur-
nished him with a new corn cob pipe, and the
pipe rush had started in earnest. A very few
minutes sufficed to show that the Sophomores
were outnumbered 2 to 1, and ten minutes
after the start every Sophomore was firmly held
down by two Freshmen. After fifteen minutes
the customary intermission of ten minutes was
taken, and the big pipe was placed in the center
of the field. The Sophomores lined up at the
north end of the campus, with the Freshmen at
the south end. After the whistle was blown
McDonald of the Freshmen class was the first to
reach the pipe and fell upon it, and the second
half of the pipe rush was well started, but here
again force of numbers again overcame the
Sophomores. At the end five Freshmen had un-
disputed possession of the pipe.
•
Manager Krieger of the foot ball team has ap-
pointed Henry Gilbert, '03, as assistant mana-
ger. Mr. Gilbert in this capacity will serve as
manager of the second team.
The foot ball schedule for the fall of 1901 is
given below. There may be some changes,
however, as the University of Louisville is una-
ble to obtain a park for their game there, and if
the game is not played there it is possible that
the Thanksgiving game with them here will be
called off. It is not thought, however, that there
will be much trouble in filling the dates in case
such is done.
Sept. 28. Shortridge High School of Indianapolis at
Terre Haute.
Oct. 5. Indiana University at Bloomington.
Oct. 12. De Pauw at Terre Haute.
Oct. 19. Wabash at Crawfordsville.
Oct. 26. University of Louisville at Louisville.
Nov. 2. Open.
Nov. 9. Manual Training of Indianapolis at Terre
Haute.
Nov. 16. Illinois Wesleyan at Terre Haute.
Nov. 23. De Pauw at Greencastle.
Nov. 28. University of Louisville at Terre Haute.
The Athletic Directors for the various classes
have been elected for the ensuing year, and are
as follows:
Senior Class—J. T. Dickerson, President;
Charles Jumper.
Junior Class—I. J. Cox, Treasurer; Wallace
Bowie.
Sophomore Class—T. L. Hampton, Secretary;
Clifton Brannon.
Freshman Class — Clem Richards, C. M.
Streeter.
Wallace Bowie has been elected to succeed
Johnson as captain of the foot ball team.
Ibtry
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As a burlesque upon the luxuriant moustache
with which one of the members of their class
is adorned, thirty members of the Junior class
have organized "The Ziegenbart Brigade."
The agreement signed is as follows:
"We, the undersigned, agree to abstain from
removing the hirsuteness from our upper lips.
The one shaving first will forfeit the price of a
shave to each member of the brigade. From
date, Sept. 23, 1901."
The society men are hoping that there will
not be a dance given soon.
At a meeting of the officers of the Rose Scien-
tific Society held Sept. 28, Prof. Peddle and Dr.
Noyes were chosen as the representatives from
the Faculty upon the council of the Society.
It was also decided to hold the first meeting
about the middle of October.
The Junior class has elected the following offi-





Athletic Direztors—Irving J. Cox, Wallace
Bowie.
The Rose Tech Y. M. C. A. has arranged for
two classes in Bible study, one for the study of
the Old Testament and the other for the study
of the Life of Christ. The meetings are held
with Burge, 509 North Seventh, and Kellogg,
911 North Eighth, every Sunday from 9:15 to
10:15 A. M. A cordial invitation to attend is





Secretary and Treasurer—Ernest Bryon.
Athle,tic directors—Clifton Brannon, Thad-
deus Hampton.
Jojo, (the Sophs. applauding as he enters for
the first lecture):—" Gentlemen, I would rather
bear this at the end of the term than now."
Bright Soph.:—"Well, Prof., perhaps you
had better get a phonograph."
Freshman No.1—"What did Prof. Schwartz tell
you to get ?"
Freshman No. 2:—"Why, a pencil, an eraser
and something to go on the thumb."
Perhaps it is well that paterfamilias does not
realize that the races are going on, and that stu-
dents sometimes encounter books other than
text-books when he receives a letter something
like this:
MY DEAR FATHER: On account of books my
expenses have been a great deal heavier than
anticipated. Please send a check for at least
$50 immediately. Books are about the most ex-
pensive thing I ever encountered, and from my
experience I should judge that the book-makers
make a tremendous profit. Hoping this re-
ceives your immediate attention, I am,
Your dutiful son, CRESCEUS.
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Schroeder, '04, while defending the challenge,
was seen industriously pounding Dorn, one of his
own men, under the impression that he was a
Freshman. To Dorn's great relief a Sophomore
appeared upon the scene in time to dispel Schroe-
der's hallucination before it became too late.
Nearly every Soph declares that he alone had
the pleasure of keeping "the big Freshman''
busy during the Pipe-Rush, counting it no dis-
grace to be held by so large a man.
French, '04, has parted with his superior hir-
sute appendage, lest he be mistaken for a Junior.
The Sophomores are kept busy introducing the
Freshmen to various boarding house pleasantries.
Some '05 men believe the stories they hear, but
many have been warned by the omnipresent
Juniors to "look not upon the Sophomore when
he is fed."
Dr. Noyes:—Mr. Heinl, how do you divide
sixteen by ten?
Heinl :—Why—ah—just add two ciphers and
divide by ten.
Freshmen colors are gray and blue.
We notice that Dr. Gray has found it neces-
sary to rebuild and enlarge his front porch.
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Gilbert was seen "pipe lining" with Hath.
Prof. Hathaway's lectures in calculus are
becoming most entertaining. The juniors, it is
understood, are petitioning for a two-hour block
in this subject.
Hommel, after a lecture by Prof. Wagner in
electricity,: "Say, fellows, I like that course in
penmanship, don't you ?"
The Brazil Street Fair seemed to have a de-
moralizing effect on some of the seniors. They
must have seen "George."
Dr. Noyes is getting ready for the Faculty-
Senior ball game next year. He has a number
of small balls which he tosses around, and calls
atoms. Wonder if he will be able to find the
atom next June?
It is no wonder that there were so many of
the fair sex at the reception if all the Freshmen
Hop around as lively as their kinsman who met a
young lady Thursday afternoon and called Fri-
day to make an engagement for the reception
Saturday.
Prof. (to students):—"Just suppose we haw
an idea—"
How fertile an imagination to even supposc
such an impossibility.
Kiefer—"The Freshman around at our houst
has a stenographer in his room."
It was afterwards learned that he had a type-
writer (machine).
The Rose Tech Y. M. C. A. should be highly
complimented for the excellent hand book they
have issued this year. We understand that it is
surpassed by only one in the country. Well, all
we can say is, if such be the case, that one must
indeed be a "daisy." The card receptacle has
caused a good deal of comment. One Freshman
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said the books were not half made, that they did
not even glue the backs together, while another
suggested that perhaps it was for cigarette
papers.
Brettner, '03, is at the University of Pennsyl-
vania.
Koffend, '03, is at the Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago.
Dorn, formerly of '03, has returned, and is
now a member of the class of 1904.
"Dusty" Miller's definition of a cone: "One
of them things that's big at one end and little
at the other."
Mr. Francisco Aguilera of Manzanillo, Cuba,
is the only new member of '03. Mr. Aguilera
has been a student at Allegheny College, Pa.
Realizing the crowded condition and poor
quality of the various boarding houses, and with
a view to provide better accommodations for
themselves and "Poly" students in general,
Messrs. Krieger & Oglesby have, after much
labor and expense, organized "The Poly Bean-
ery." "The Beanery" is located on Eighth,
near Locust. It comprises besides the dining
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hall and kitchen, several rooms that will soon be
fitted up as club rooms. The promotors will be
glad to receive any articles that will enhance the
beauty and comfort of their quarters.
"The Beanery" has been aptly described by
Mr. Benson, one of the members:
POLY TABLE D'HOTE.
You may talk about your Waldorf
In New York city great,
Of the Arlington and Astoria
And others in that state.
of the Terre Haute and Northern.
But if I had a vote,
I'd cast my ballot straight and true
For the Poly Table d'Hote.
The hours are convenient.
As all the Polys know,
We never stand on ceremony
But eat, get up and go.
The menu, it is varied,
And if something wrong you note,
The proprietors will straighten it
At the Poly Table d'Hote.
Oglesby and Krieger are promoters of this plan;
They started out and worked real hard
To formulate a band.
They got the foot ball players;
And other men of note,
To pay their plunks and eat with them
At the Poly Table d Hote.
The location is 30 handy,
Right on the way to school,
Each morning they have brain-food,
For dinner they have mule.
And now, my friends, come wish with me
As o'er this food we gloat,
One big success, a long success
To the Poly Table d'Hote.
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WITH this edition of the " TECHNIC " com-mences the second year of the Department
of Reviews. Last year a number of books were
reviewed by THE TECHNIC and the review quoted
quite a number of times by the numerous engi-
neering papers. This was very encouraging and
we will endeavor to make it more successful this
year. In order to give the students the greatest
possible benefit of this department it is THE
TECHNIC'S purpose to give the books to the
library, where the students may refer to them at
any time.
After a great deal of effort on the part of the
editor of Reviews of last year THE TECHNIC does
not find itself in any great want of books to re-
view and with the help of the Faculty and the
encouragement of the readers of THE TECHNIC
we hope to make the Department of Reviews
equal to that of the best engineering papers. We
will feel greatly indebted to our readers if, after
reading the reviews 'and they buy any of the
books reviewed, they would mention THE TECH-
NIC.
Notes on Thermodynamics. By Prof. H. W. Spangler. Published
by John Wiley & Sons. 69 pages. 5x74 inches $1.00.
Professor H. W. Spangler gives a brief but
very clear presentation of the fundamental prin-
ciples of the subject. The author, instead of
beginning with Carnot's cycle, as is generally
done, develops the more general case in which
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the area representing net work done is bounded
by two sets of similar curves. ' The treatment is
at first limited to perfect gases and later is ex-
tended to imperfect gases and vapors. While
this may possibly make the subject easier for
beginners it interferes with the unity of treat-
ment of which the subject is capable.
Thz work contains no descriptions of th2 act aal
construction of heat engines. Neither does it
apply systematically thermodynomic principles
to the different forms of heat engine. Conse-
quently, the book needs to be supplemented by
more detailed treatment of compressed air ma-
chinery, gas engines, steam engines, refrigerating
machinery, etc.
There are numerous examples scattered
through the text, which is always a valuable
feature for class room work. A liberal temper-
ature—entropy diagram in addition to the pres-
sure-volumn diagrams is a feature of the book.
The present volume is labeled Part I, which
would indicate that the author has it in mind to
prepare a second volume upon the same subject.
F. C. W.
Engineering studies, Part III. English Stone Arches By Charles
Evan Fowler, M. Am. Soc. C. E. Published by Engineering News
Publishing Co. 7x io% inches, 16 pages. $.25.
THIS pamphlet illustrates and describes eightof the finest stone bridges in England. Fine,
both from an Architectural and Engineering
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standpoint. It also gives a history of the con-
struction and the principal dimensions of the
spans. Any bridge designer would do well to
obtain this pamphlet, as it would give a good idea
of how to make stone arches artistic, besides his
own ideas of making them substantial. C. H.
Mill Buildinz Construction. By H. G. Tyrrell, C E. Published by
Engineering News Publishing Co. 6x9 inches, 4 , ag:s. pm°.
I N the beginning of this book is a short treatise
I of the various kinds of loads with which the
designer would meet in designing a modern mill.
It gives some valuable tables of the weight of
Roof Trusses, different kinds of merchandise,
cranes, approximate costs of different kjinds of
masonry, roofs, roof trusses, and other materials
used in mill construction. It also gives illustra-
tions showing the details of various important
parts of designing. This book would be a valu-
able aid to any mill designer. C. H. •
No. 124, VanNostrand's Science series. The use of the Slide Rule
By F. A. Halsey. Associate Editor "American Machinist." Pub-
lished by D. VanNostrand Co. 3).0E6 inches. 84 pages. $.5o
OR beginners or old timers, who wish to ob-
tain a thorough and practical knowlege of
the workings of a slide rule, this book will be
found to be of great benefit. It gives clear and
concise methods of performing all of the many
calculations which can be made on the rule. In
the back are several plates, showing the proper
ways of setting the slide for multiplying, dividing,
finding circumference of circles, etc. The book
is a reprint of the articles which appeared in the
"American Machinist." We would especially
advise 111211 to get this book who have been hav-
ing any trouble in using the slide rule, as a little
study of th2 book will put them on the right
track and save valuable time which is worth
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